ABSTRACT Index modulation has become a promising technique in the context of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), whereby the specific activation of the frequency domain subcarriers is used for implicitly conveying extra information, hence improving the achievable throughput at a given bit error ratio (BER) performance. In this paper, a dual-mode OFDM technique (DM-OFDM) is proposed, which is combined with index modulation and enhances the attainable throughput of conventional index-modulationbased OFDM. In particular, the subcarriers are divided into several subblocks, and in each subblock, all the subcarriers are partitioned into two groups, modulated by a pair of distinguishable modem-mode constellations, respectively. Hence, the information bits are conveyed not only by the classic constellation symbols, but also implicitly by the specific activated subcarrier indices, representing the subcarriers' constellation mode. At the receiver, a maximum likelihood (ML) detector and a reduced-complexity near optimal log-likelihood ratio-based detector are invoked for demodulation. The minimum distance between the different legitimate realizations of the OFDM subblocks is calculated for characterizing the performance of DM-OFDM. Then, the associated theoretical analysis based on the pairwise error probability is carried out for estimating the BER of DM-OFDM. Furthermore, the simulation results confirm that at a given throughput, DM-OFDM achieves a considerably better BER performance than other OFDM systems using index modulation, while imposing the same or lower computational complexity. The results also demonstrate that the performance of the proposed low-complexity detector is indistinguishable from that of the ML detector, provided that the system's signal to noise ratio is sufficiently high.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a ubiquitous digital communications technique as a benefit of its numerous virtues, including its capability of providing high-rate data transmission by splitting the serial data into many low-rate parallel data streams [1] . It is also capable of offering a low-complexity high-performance solution for mitigating the inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by a dispersive channel [2] , [3] . Due to the above-mentioned merits, OFDM has been adopted in many broadband wireless standards, such as 802.11a/g Wi-Fi, 802. 16 WiMAX, and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [1] .
The concept of index modulation (IM) is related to the principle of spatial modulation [4] - [6] originally conceived for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, which was then also invoked in the context of OFDM, leading to the index-modulation-based OFDM philosophy. Explicitly, the information is transmitted using both the classic amplitude as well as phase modulation and implicitly also by the indices of the activated subcarriers [7] - [9] . Index-modulation-based OFDM is capable of enhancing the power efficiency of the classic OFDM, since only a fraction of the subcarriers is modulated, but additional information bits are transmitted by mapping them to the subcarrier domain. Hence various attractive IM-aided OFDM systems have been proposed in the literature. In [10] , the specific choice of the activated subcarrier indices conveys extra information in an on-off keying (OOK) fashion, whereby the indices of the activated subcarriers are determined by the corresponding majority bit-values of the OOK data streams. Whilst it is capable of attaining a high power efficiency, this scheme imposes a potential bit error propagation, hence leading to bursts of errors. To address this problem, an enhanced subcarrier index modulation OFDM (ESIM-OFDM) scheme was proposed in [11] , where each bit of the OOK data streams determines the active subcarrier in a corresponding subcarrier pair, thus only half of the subcarriers are modulated. Although this scheme is capable of enhancing the attainable performance, constellations of higher order are required for modulation in order to achieve the same spectral efficiency as conventional OFDM.
Basar et al. [12] combined OFDM with index modulation (OFDM-IM) by arranging for the subcarriers to be partitioned into several subblocks, where the specific indices of the active subcarriers in each subblock are used for data transmission. This OFDM-IM scheme is capable of enhancing the bit error ratio (BER) performance of classical OFDM at the cost of a reduced throughput, since many subcarriers remain unmodulated in order to implicitly convey information. In [13] Basar proposed an enhanced version of OFDM-IM by combining space-time block codes with coordinate interleaving and OFDM-IM, which led to an additional diversity gain. OFDM-IM was also combined by Basar [14] with the MIMO concept, which led to the MIMO-OFDM-IM philosophy, exhibiting a considerable performance gain over classical MIMO-OFDM [15] . Besides, in [16] and [17] , the OFDM-IM scheme is introduced to the underwater acoustic communications as well as the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) applications, which achieves significant performance gains. Furthermore, the performance trade-offs of OFDM-IM techniques have been theoretically analyzed in [18] - [21] . Specifically, in [18] , a tight BER upper-bound of OFDM-IM was formulated, and the optimal number of active subcarriers was considered in [19] and [20] . In [21] , the achievable performance of OFDM-IM and the beneficial region of the OFDM-IM scheme over conventional OFDM are investigated, which provides the guidelines for system designing of the OFDM-IM scheme. Additionally, several feasible improvements on the performance of OFDM-IM have been discussed in [22] and [23] . Yang et al. [22] proposed a spectrum-efficient index modulation scheme with improved mapping, allowing each OFDM subblock to use different constellations and different number of active subcarriers to ehance the spectral efficiency. While Zheng et al. [23] concentrated on the transceiver design of the OFDM with in-phase/quadrature index modulation (OFDM-I/Q-IM), which employs both the in-phase and the quadrature components of signals for index modulation. However, the critical problem of throughput loss has not been addressed in the open literature.
Against this background, in this paper, a dual-mode OFDM relying on index modulation (DM-OFDM) is proposed, where all the subcarriers are modulated, which enhances the spectral efficiency of the existing OFDM-IM techniques. In our DM-OFDM scheme the subcarriers are partitioned into OFDM subblocks, and for each subblock, information bits are transmitted not only by the modulated subcarriers but implicitly also by the indices of the activated subcarriers. More specifically, the subcarriers are split into two groups, corresponding to two index subsets. Both groups of subcarriers are then modulated by two different constellation modes, and the information bits conveyed by index modulation can be determined by one of the two index subsets. At the receiver, a maximum likelihood (ML) detector and a reduced-complexity near optimal log-likelihood ratio (LLR) detector are employed to demodulate the signals. The minimum distance between the different realizations of the OFDM subblocks is calculated in order to evaluate the BER performance of DM-OFDM with the aid of the ML detector. Explicitly, the theoretical analysis is based on the pairwise error probability (PEP) of the proposed DM-OFDM. Our simulation results will demonstrate that DM-OFDM achieves a signal to noise ratio (SNR) gain of several dBs over OFDM-IM both in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and in frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel at the spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz, while imposing the same or lower computational complexity. Our simulation results will also confirm that the performance of the low-complexity LLR based detector is indistinguishable from that of the ML detector, provided that the system's SNR is sufficiently high.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model of DM-OFDM, while Section III presents our theoretical analysis of the proposed DM-OFDM. Section IV calculates the minimum distance between different OFDM subblocks, performs the PEP analysis, and carries out Monte Carlo simulations for quantifying the performance of the proposed DM-OFDM, using the existing OFDM-IM as a benchmark. Finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. DM-OFDM SYSTEM MODEL A. DM-OFDM TRANSMITTER AND CHANNEL MODEL
The DM-OFDM transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, m incoming bits are partitioned by a bit splitter into p groups, each consisting of g bits, i.e., p = m/g. Each group of g information bits is fed into an index selector and two different constellation mappers for generating an OFDM subblock of length l = N /p, where N is the size of fast Fourier transform (FFT). In contrast to the existing indexmodulation-based OFDM [12] , whereby only part of the subcarriers are actively modulated, in our DM-OFDM scheme all the subcarriers are modulated in each subblock, which leads to an enhanced spectral efficiency. The first g 1 bits of the incoming g bits, referred as index bits, are utilized by the index selector to divide the indices of each subblock into two index subsets, denoted as I A and I B . The remaining g 2 with M A , while the other (l − k) subcarriers are modulated with M B , then g 1 and g 2 can be calculated respectively according to
where denotes the integer floor operator. Once I A is known, I B is also determined. Hence we only have to define I A for the index selector. Clearly, there are n I = 2 g 1 distinctive index patterns, which are given by the index set
The operations of the index selector are exemplified by Table 1 , where we have g 1 = 2, l = 4, and k = 2. at the receiver, the constellations generated by the mappers A and B should be readily differentiable, namely, we have to have M A ∧ M B = ∅. For example, if quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is employed by both mappers, a feasible constellation design is illustrated in Fig. 2 
and the other M B constellation points are employed by the mapper B which are denoted by
After the mapping, an N -point inverse FFT (IFFT) operation is performed following the concatenation of the p different OFDM subblocks
to generate the time-domain (TD) signals
where ( ) T denotes the transpose operator. Next the cyclic prefix (CP) of length L is added, and the resultant signals are then fed into a parallel-to-serial converter (P/S) and a digital-to-analog converter (D/A) to generate the transmit signals. Finally, the outputs of the transmitter are transmitted through a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel whose channel impulse response (CIR) length v is no higher than the CP length of L. The TD CIR coefficient vector is given by [12] . The frequency domain channel transfer function coefficients (FDCTFCs), defined as the N -point FFT of h, can be represented by
where the 
where W n is the FD representation of the AWGN with power N 0 . In particular, for the βth OFDM subblock, where 1 ≤ β ≤ p, we have
where diag X (β) is the diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements given by the elements of X (β) , while
Given each index pattern I (i)
legitimate transmit signal vectors for X (β) , which is defined by the set
Each S
legitimate transmit signal vectors for X (β) .
It is indicated that the spectral efficiency of the proposed DM-OFDM can be calculated as
N +L . According to (1) and (2), the spectral efficiency can be further improved by enlarging the subblock size l. Assuming N is fixed, then the total number of transmitted bits conveyed by index modulation becomes n IM = N /l log 2 l k . To maximize n IM for a fixed l, k is set as l/2 according to the innate property of the combinatorial expression. It is indicated that n IM increases as l becomes larger, leading to an improved spectral efficiency for DM-OFDM. However, the computational complexity of the brute-force ML detector is increased exponentially with the size of the OFDM subblocks. Therefore, a trade-off has to be struck between the spectral efficiency and the computational complexity in order to optimize the overall performance of DM-OFDM, which is set aside for our future work.
B. ML DETECTOR FOR DM-OFDM
At the receiver, a full ML detector may be invoked for detecting the information bits by processing the FD received signals on a subblock by subblock manner. For the βth subblock, the optimal index pattern and transmitted symbols can be obtained by minimizing the ML metric
After obtaining the ML estimate of both the index pattern and of the symbol vector I
, the g = g 1 + g 2 information bits can be demodulated by employing the indexpattern look-up table and the two constellation sets, which map the information bits to the corresponding index pattern and to the constellation symbols. It can be seen from (14) that the computational complexity of the ML detector in terms of complex multiplications is on the order of 2
. Therefore, the ML detector is impractical to implement for large g 1 , l, k and modulation orders M A and M B , due to its exponentially increasing complexity. VOLUME 5, 2017
C. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY LLR DETECTOR FOR DM-OFDM
To reduce the detection complexity, we propose an LLR based detector for DM-OFDM. Since each subcarrier is modulated by either the mapper A or the mapper B, the constellation mode of each subcarrier can be obtained by calculating the logarithm of the ratio between the a posteriori probabilities of the subcarrier being modulated by the mapper A and by the mapper B, respectively, which is formulated as
It can be seen from (15) that the nth subcarrier is more likely to be modulated by the mapper A if γ n is positive, and more likely to be modulated by the mapper B if γ n is negative. Since
Pr (X n = S B (q)) = (l − k)/l, using Bayes rule, (15) can be further expressed as
To avoid potential computation overflow, the Jacobian logarithm [24] , [25] is used for calculating the terms ln
and ln
Consider the first term as an example, while the other term can be calculated in the same way. We define
where f ( ) is known as the correction function. Then given
By applying (18) iteratively from χ = 2 to M A , ln
is calculated. Hence, the LLR value of γ n can be obtained using Algorithm 1.
After obtaining the signs of γ n , i.e.,γ n = sgn(γ n ), for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , we can group them into the p blocks as 
2:
3: for (j = 2; j ≤ M A ; j + +) do 4 :
5:
6: 1 = T 2 ; 7: end for 8: for (q = 2; q ≤ M B ; q + +) do 9 :
10: is given by
where 1 ≤ i ≤ l. This yields the g 2 estimated information bits for subblock β.
Remark: Under an extremely high noisy condition, it is possible that aγ (β) obtained may not correspond to a legitimate index pattern. In such a situation, a solution is to reverse the sign of the LLR having the smallest magnitude in the subblock to see if a legitimate index pattern can be inferred. If the resultant modifiedγ (β) is still illegitimate, the LLR with the second smallest magnitude can be examined, and so on until a legitimate index pattern is produced [26] .
This LLR based detector is clearly a near-ML solution. However, its computational complexity is much lower than that of the ML detector. Specifically, the complexity of calculating the LLRs for a subblock is on the order of O l(M A + M B ) in terms of complex multiplications, while the complexity of performing the ML demodulation for a subblock given index pattern is on the order of O kM A + (l − k)M B . Therefore, the complexity of this LLR based detector is on the order of O l(M A + M B ) per subblock in terms of complex multiplications. Moreover, in an environment having a sufficiently high SNR, the performance of this LLR detector is indistinguishable from that of the ML detector. Thus the LLR based detector is a better choice for practical DM-OFDM systems.
Recently, a novel reduced-complexity receiver was proposed for the detection of index-modulated OFDM in [27] . Since there is still slight performance gap between the proposed LLR detector and the ML detector at low SNRs, the reduced-complexity detector in [27] will be also applied in DM-OFDM in our future study, which may harvest on performance gain over the proposed low-complexity LLR detector.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DM-OFDM
According to (14) , the performance of DM-OFDM relying on the ML detector is determined by the minimum distance between the different realizations of the OFDM subblock. First, let us define the set of n X realizations for the OFDM subblock by
and let us denote the l-dimensional realization vector by
T . The distance metric between two different realization vectors X (i 1 ,j 1 ) and X (i 2 ,j 2 ) is given by
Therefore, the minimum distance normalized by the transmitted bit energy, denoted as d min , can be formulated as
where
is the average transmitted energy per bit of DM-OFDM, and E s denotes the average transmitted symbol energy. The performance metric of d min can also be applied to OFDM-IM if the same ML detector is utilized. Therefore, we can employ the minimum distance of the OFDM subblock as a metric to evaluate the performance of both the DM-OFDM and OFDM-IM.
The performance of DM-OFDM using the ML detector can be also estimated by PEP analysis. Since the PEP events in different subblocks are identical [12] , analyzing a single OFDM subblock is sufficient. The received signal for the generic βth subblock is given in (9) . For notational convenience, we denote X diag = diag{X (β) }. The conditioned pairwise error probability (CPEP) of the event that the transmitted X diag is detected as X diag is given by [12] Pr
where Q( ) is the Gaussian Q-function, and (25) in which ( ) H denotes the conjugate transpose operator and
According to [28] , (24) can be approximated as
Then the corresponding unconditioned pairwise error probability (UPEP) is formulated as
where E H (β) { } denotes the expectation operation with respect to H (β) . The correlation matrix of H (β) is defined by C = E H (β) H (β) H . According to [29] , C can be decomposed as Q Q H , whereby H (β) = Qv with = E vv H . Then the probability density function (PDF) of the stochastic vector v can be derived as
where r is the rank of C, and det( ) denotes the determinant operator. Applying (28) to complete the expectation operation in (27) yields the following expression of Pr X diag → X diag [12] Pr
where I l denotes the l×l identity matrix. After the calculation of the UPEP, the average bit error probability (ABEP) can be derived as [12] 
where ε X diag , X diag is the number of bit errors in the corresponding pairwise error event. P ave is approximately equal to the system's BER, and therefore it can be used to estimate the performance of DM-OFDM. Although the PEP analysis presented here is based on the ML detection, the result of the approximate BER given above can also be applied to the DM-OFDM relying on the LLR based detector, especially under high-SNR conditions. This is because the reduced-complexity LLR based detector offers a near-ML solution, and its performance is indistinguishable from that of the ML detector at high SNRs.
Recently, several improvements based on the conventional OFDM-IM have been proposed [7] , [13] , [22] , [23] , which can be also applied to our proposed DM-OFDM. For example, in [7] and [22] OFDM-IM is generalized by allowing each OFDM subblock to have different number of activated subcarriers and different constellation mappings. And both the quadrature and the in-phase components of signals are employed for index modulation in [7] and [23] . Additionally, coordinate interleaving techniques are used in OFDM-IM by Basar [13] . Since both the proposed DM-OFDM and conventional OFDM-IM divide the subcarriers into OFDM subblocks, and perform index modulation within each subblock, the aforementioned enhancements of OFDM-IM can be readily invoked by DM-OFDM.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed DM-OFDM and the existing index-modulation-based OFDM scheme, namely, OFDM-IM, are compared. The frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel used in the simulation has a CIR length of v = 10. The number of subcarriers is set to N = 128, divided into p = 32 subblocks with 4 subcarriers per subblock, and the length of CP is 16. The system's SNR is defined as E b /N 0 .
Example 1: The constellations of DM-OFDM are depicted in To validate the above minimum distance based analytical result, the performance comparison of the proposed DM-OFDM and the existing OFDM-IM, both using the ML detector, is carried out by Monte Carlo simulation. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen from Fig. 3 that at the BER level of 10 −3 , the proposed DM-OFDM attains 1 dB SNR-gain over OFDM-IM, both for the AWGN and for the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels considered. This is because 16-QAM has to be employed in OFDM-IM for reaching the same spectral efficiency as DM-OFDM, which is more sensitive both to noise and to interference. This confirms the above theoretical analysis. In this case, both the DM-OFDM using the ML detector and the OFDM-IM relying on the ML detector have the same computational complexity, which is on the order of O(1024) per subblock in terms of the number of complex multiplications. Moreover, Fig. 3 characterizes the BER performance of DM-OFDM using the low-complexity LLR based detector. It can be seen that DM-OFDM using the LLR detector only suffers from a slight performance loss compared to the DM-OFDM relying on the ML detector at low SNRs. When the SNR is sufficiently high, the performance of the LLR based detector becomes indistinguishable from that of the ML detector, despite the fact that it imposes a much lower computational complexity than the ML detector, specifically O(32) in comparison to O(1024) in this example. Furthermore, the BER performance of DM-OFDM is compared to that of the existing ESIM-OFDM arrangement at the spectral efficiency of 2.22 bits/s/Hz under the AWGN and the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel conditions. It can be readily seen that the proposed DM-OFDM regime achieves 1dB and 3dB performance gain over ESIM-OFDM for the AWGN channel and the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel respectively, because ESIM-OFDM only activates half of its subcarriers for modulation, hence requiring higher order constellations to reach the spectral efficiency of DM-OFDM, therefore leading to a BER performance loss.
Additionally, the theoretical PEP analysis is compared with the simulated BER performance in Fig. 4 for the DM-OFDM under the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel considered. At low SNRs, the theoretical analysis becomes inaccurate, because there are several approximations in the PEP calculation, which become inaccurate when the noise is dominant. However, the simulation results agree with the theoretical PEP analysis well when the E b /N 0 is above 30 dB, indicating that the PEP analysis of DM-OFDM is more accurate at high SNRs.
Besides, Fig the OFDM-IM counterpart, two subcarriers of each OFDM subblock are modulated by 16-QAM in order to reach the same spectral efficiency as the proposed DM-OFDM. It can be observed that, when the CCDF equals 10 −3 , the PAPR of DM-OFDM is almost the same as that of OFDM-IM with N = 128, 256, 512. Therefore, although the proposed DM-OFDM may suffer from a slightly higher PAPR than OFDM-IM, the difference can be negligible.
Example 2: The constellations of DM-OFDM are depicted in Fig. 6 , whereby 2 subcarriers are modulated by the inner 16-QAM, while the other 2 subcarriers are modulated by the outer 16-QAM in each OFDM subblock. Therefore, a total of g 1 + g 2 = 18 information bits are transmitted per OFDM subblock, yielding the spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. For its OFDM-IM counterpart, to reach the same spectral efficiency as DM-OFDM, 256-QAM is employed to modulate Since the computational complexity of both DM-OFDM associated with the ML detector and of OFDM-IM using the ML detector is on the order of O(262144) per subblock in terms of complex multiplications, the ML detection is difficult to implement in practice. However, in order to demonstrate that the performance of the reduced-complexity LLR detector is indistinguishable from that of the ML based detector for sufficiently high SNRs, we implemented both the ML based detector and the LLR based detector for DM-OFDM in our Monte Carlo simulations. Note that the DM-OFDM using the LLR based detector has a complexity on the order of O(128) per subblock, while OFDM-IM using the LLR based detector has a complexity on the order of O(512), which is considerably higher than that of DM-OFDM employing the LLR based detector. Fig. 7 portrays our BER performance comparison of DM-OFDM and OFDM-IM, where it can be seen that at the BER level of 10 −3 , the DM-OFDM scheme relying on our LLR based detector achieves SNR gains of 6 dB and 5 dB over OFDM-IM using the LLR based detector for the AWGN and frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels respectively, since two 16-QAM constellation sets are invoked by the DM-OFDM, which is naturally more robust both to noise and to interference than OFDM-IM in conjunction with 256-QAM. These large gains are particularly remarkable, considering the fact that in this high spectral efficiency case, the DM-OFDM combined with the LLR based detector actually has a lower complexity than the OFDM-IM with the LLR based detector. The results of Fig. 7 also confirm that the performance loss of the VOLUME 5, 2017 DM-OFDM using the LLR detector in comparison to the DM-OFDM employing the ML detector is negligible even at low SNRs. Therefore, the reduced-complexity LLR detector is extremely attractive for DM-OFDM systems designed for a high spectral efficiency for its near ML performance and dramatically reduced complexity.
Example 3: To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed DM-OFDM over conventional OFDM, two BPSK constellation sets are adopted in DM-OFDM, which are defined as M A = {1, −1} and M B = {j, −j}. In each OFDM subblock, two subcarriers are modulated by the mapper A, whilst the other subcarriers are modulated by the mapper B. Hence the number of total transmitted bits per subblock is 6, yielding the spectral efficiency of 1.33 bits/s/Hz. For the conventional OFDM counterpart, BPSK are employed for modulation, and the spectral efficiency is equal to 0.89 bits/s/Hz.
The performance of the proposed DM-OFDM is compared with the conventional OFDM counterpart in Fig. 8 , where both the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel and the AWGN channel are considered. It can be seen that the performances of DM-OFDM and the conventional OFDM are almost the same at the BER level of 10 −3 under AWGN channel assumptions, and the proposed DM-OFDM achieves more than 2dB performance gain over its OFDM counterpart under the frequency-selective channel besides its 0.44 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency gain over OFDM. This is because higher spectral efficiency can reduce E b , leading to smaller E b /N 0 to attain certain BER. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the proposed DM-OFDM is capable of enhancing the performance of OFDM and conventional OFDM-IM. Fig. 9 compares the PEP analysis of DM-OFDM using ML detection of Example 3 to the simulated BER performance of DM-OFDM for a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel at the spectral efficiency of 1.33 bits/s/Hz. Like in Example 1, at high SNRs, the PEP analysis becomes accurate, as confirmed by the simulated BER. Additionally, the theoretical performance based on the PEP analysis of the DM-OFDM under AWGN channel conditions is also compared with its simulated counterpart for Example 1 and Example 3, which is illustrated in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that, despite the slight performance gap at low SNRs, the theoretical BER results are almost the same as the simulated counterparts at the SNR of 6dB and 10dB at the spectral efficiency of 1.33 bits/s/Hz and 2.22 bits/s/Hz respectively, which are achievable for practical DM-OFDM systems. It is indicated that the PEP analysis under the AWGN channel is more accurate than that of the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel condition. This is mainly because the FD channel coefficients are all one under the AWGN channel, and the UPEP can be directly calculated by (26) , without the need of taking the approximation of (29) , hence reducing the deviations compared with the PEP analysis under the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel DM-OFDM design has been proposed, whereby the subcarriers are divided into OFDM subblocks and the index modulation technique is applied. However, in contrast to the existing index-modulation-based OFDM, all the subcarriers are modulated, which improves the spectral efficiency. Specifically, at the transmitter, the subcarriers of each subblock are split into two groups, which are modulated by a pair of distinguishable modulation constellations, respectively. Thus, information bits are conveyed not only by the constellation symbols, but also by the subcarrier indices indicating the constellation modes of the subcarriers. At the receiver, a ML based detector and a reduced-complexity near optimal LLR based detector have been employed to demodulate the information bits by processing the received signals in the frequency domain. The minimum distance for different realizations of OFDM subblocks has been calculated, which demonstrates that the proposed DM-OFDM outperforms the conventional OFDM-IM, given the same spectral efficiency. Furthermore, the PEP analysis has been performed to estimate the BER of DM-OFDM. The Monte Carlo simulation results obtained have validated the theoretical analytical results and have also confirmed that DM-OFDM is capable of achieving a considerably better BER performance than its conventional OFDM-IM counterpart, while imposing the same or lower computational complexity, given the same spectral efficiency. The results have also confirmed that the performance of the DM-OFDM with the LLR based detector is indistinguishable from that of the DM-OFDM with the ML detector when the system's SNR is sufficiently high.
In this paper, we restrict our work on the transceiver design of the proposed DM-OFDM and the corresponding performance analysis. In the future study, we will consider index modulation techniques using tri-mode or quad-mode constellations, where three or four distinguishable constellation sets are employed for each OFDM subblock, and the throughput can be significantly enhanced. Moreover, we will also investigate the optimization of the size of OFDM subblocks and the constellation design of DM-OFDM, further improving the BER performance.
